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Just A jumble that is my thoughts 



Argument Construction: Should it be mandatory to study arts in school ?

Argument 1:
Art education equips students with creative thinking skills and their practical 
implementation.
Creative thinking is a crucial skill set for innovative solutions to problems of the modern 
world. 
Art education should be mandatory in schools. 

Argument 1 improved according to deductive logic:
Subjects that equip students with knowledge and skills required in the modern world 
are mandatory in school.
Art is a subject that equips students with a skill, i.e creative thinking, required in the 
modern world. 
Art should be mandatory in school. 



The Trolley Problem (a nightmare of indecision!)  

I might run the trolley over my friend to save the other five people because, I feel, the 
emotional consequences of that would be limited to me and the family of the friend and 
the fact that it would have been a logical decision to make would be of some comfort 
after the death of the friend. While, in the other case having killed five people, I think the 
emotional burden on me might be far greater because:
1. Making a decision that went against logical reasoning in the first place and destroying 
five families as a consequence would not feel very good.
2. The five people killed being strangers to me and I being unfamiliar with their 
backgrounds or families would be a fact that would leave much to my imagination as to 
the intensity of damages I did as a result of my actions and that would be harrowing!



Exploring Aristotelian Appeals





A STRONG 
EXAMPLE 
OF PATHOS!
(that I was happy to find and had a 

‘hah!’ moment) 



Where Does the Universe Come From: my Response to the Class

I feel the class had me rather confused and fueled my uncertainty about the idea of 
creation majorly because the arguments presented were not exactly deniable yet not 
very satisfying. Also, about the discussion on the cause and effect in terms of creation of 
the universe, it reminded me of an argument presented in Stephen Hawking’s book, The 
Brief History of Time, that a cause has to occur within time and time being a 
phenomenon of the universe did not exist before the big bang, hence there was no time 
for the cause to occur and therefore there is no cause to Big Bang. And now, the class 
makes wanna me read that book again :p



Logical Fallacies (chock full of fallacies)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1iNaxYoIVACeCg5hc2CUep2zEw3bjV5B5HwsrTp
oKZ40/edit 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1iNaxYoIVACeCg5hc2CUep2zEw3bjV5B5HwsrTpoKZ40/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1iNaxYoIVACeCg5hc2CUep2zEw3bjV5B5HwsrTpoKZ40/edit


A Sign from... God??? *aaaaa...dramatic heaven wala sound effect* 

1. An occurrence that can only be explained as a sign from God, I doubt can exist at all, as 
it would have to transcend physical laws or any such meters that would lend itself an 
alternate explanation. While otherwise, if it is something that is completely beyond the 
perception or understanding of humans, we might not even be able to sense the event 
to have come. What I mean to say is, that a sign from God if thrown at humans would 
have to be ‘translated’ into our ‘language’ for us to interpret or understand, so to speak, 
but then it would have an alternate explanation to it. Or the boundary between 
humans God would have to be eliminated. 

2. So considering my own human quandaries regarding the universe and its making, and 
my fascination with the idea of spirit or soul as it is said in the Quran that God 
‘breathed his spirit into humans’, I would want God to explain these two 
phenomenons. Hence, alternatively, if I were God I would appear and do that. 



Letter to 15-year-old self
Dearest Self,

I would love to have a little conversation with you.
You are a wonder (as it has come to my notice :3 ). 

A frail little kid, always occupying a tiny corner of the classroom, nerdy, shy. I know that you have 
gone through a lot, a lot more than anybody knows of. It is apparently ‘just’ arthritis, but no. I 
realize how painful that is, I am going through that too. There are days when you can’t walk, right? 
Moving a finger is painful, your knees hurt, wrists, ankles, it’s everything! Yes. How are you going 
about it, along with your school and all? I know, but I want to ask. That was extremely difficult. You 
kept that all inside and I wonder how, you were only a kid. And not just that, but I know of the 
gazes, the imitations, the stage incident with your family in tears among the crowd as you tried to 
stand back up. I want to ask how did you feel about that? I know but I still want you to tell me. You 
weren’t doing fine, you were devastated, right? I want you to know you are not alone. I know how 
you are expected to tackle it all with confidence and resilience, and you always do. 



I admire the mental strength you have to cope with all that as a little kid. But when you feel 
overwhelmed you should know that it’s okay to share your burden. You will keep coming across 
such instances, they are unavoidable, you are different and see that is what people are curious 
about, smile back at them if you want to, maybe tell them you don’t like their act, go and inquire, 
be angry with them if you want to. You are much more than these little daily nuances and you 
are unaware of it. You know there are a lot of people who love you, your teachers, your friends, 
your family. When you feel overwhelmed, cherish the people who are by your side, it’s alright to 
talk to them about how you feel. The struggles are inevitable, but everything will turn out fine, 
trust me.

And remember, you are a wonder. 

Sincerely,
The Grown up You (!)



What is the difference between romantic and platonic love?

I am speaking from as an inexperienced person in regards to romantic love; I don’t 
think there are any differences other than intimacy or maybe commitment because 
that would come as more strongly a requirement for romantic love. Probably, I feel 
because the expectations in romantic relationships might be more and burden them 
likewise too on the partners involved to keep up with those expectations —one of the 
expectations usually is a monogamous romantic relationship for that time. While, in a 
platonic scenario the two friends certainly are committed but not limited, to say so.

Other than that, love I feel would be the same in both platonic and romantic 
relationships in terms of possessiveness, finding companionship, a mutual bond 
etc—all qualifying as emotional connection. So romantic love may be understood as an 
extension to friend-love into ‘something more’ involving physical and sexual intimacy.



Is scientific logic and reasoning also relative ?

Because the question is phrased as it is, I think it can be understood in two ways: is logic and 
reasoning relative? Does science employ relativism in its practice? 

But I think it is the first question that is actually being referred too—because the second is boring—so 
that is what I will go on with answering. 
Although a certain logic cannot possibly be justified to be right (which holds as true and not relative) 
without employing the same logic one is referring to, as Stephen Law states in his book, and that the 
relative argument is falsified by the fact that it does not apply to itself, that is maintained. However, I 
think yes there might be logic or arguments understood more as objective and correct than others. 
Considering the case of morality and relativism, I think it just does not give humans as a single species 
a common ground to hold on to among all the cultural differences there are existent among us. So 
likewise, moral relativism appears to disregard the common ground that does exist I think as 
collective experience or consciousness of humans. Now, if morality refers to that human 
consciousness and experiences, so allow us to reside alongside each other and progress, then certain 
practices that hinder that very notion morality can be called wrong. For example, if a person is 
subjected to a terrible, painful experience, they can be empathized with by other people who might 
not even have been through that -



particular experience —even so in the case of harsh cultural practices adhering to 
unnecessary harm. Likewise, these practices can objectively be understood as wrong by 
someone who might be an outsider to that culture.

That was to reiterate, that there can be objective conclusions reached with analysis and 
reflection over behaviours and practices and dismissal of individual and collective biases; thus 
rendering scientific reasoning that employs the same ideas as not relative, in my opinion.





Will the Sun rise tomorrow, like will it really ?
According to inductive logic, accounting for the probability of the sun rising everyday 
since the existence of Earth, it makes sense to believe that it would rise tomorrow too. 
But as a sceptic, one could ask if that belief can be justified at all with certainty, as a 
belief based on mere probability but no concrete proof, there is no way to make sure 
that it rises only until it does but then the question still remains as that. Thus it can be 
said that the sun not rising tomorrow is as much likely as that it would. However, I feel if 
the rotation of the Earth and the Sun is observed by a satellite, can it be said that it will 
surely rise tomorrow because the Earth's rotating as usual and the sun is observed to be 
in its usual position? Would a proper observation justify the belief? No, for one 
observation from Earth or space would both be the same really. Secondly, I think what if 
Earth stops rotating, or the sun just falls off or whatever, defying all laws of physics —in 
short, it can be an apocalyptic situation— and the chance of that happening is as much 
as the chance of it not happening. Conclusively, all we can do is rely on observation and 
the probability that events would occur as they always have been, but there is no way to 
make sure that it is just what happens.



Medicinal drugs work towards healing. (But... DO THEY?)
I can think a lot questions to raise on this statement:
There are ideas usually talked about in older-people circles fond of conspiracies. One such is that I have 
heard circulating around Covid vaccines and claiming that it would turn people into Zombies or 
something —the idea is that people will stop being normal people. This sounds absurd. However, I was 
thinking if there is any way to render the assumption as hundred percent false ? One can only know that 
the drug is not a part of a conspiracy only when it is taken, or maybe tested by the labs but what if all 
authorities are involved in the conspiracy, or if it is a social experiment? Is there a reason to believe the 
impossibility of such an idea? I do not think there is, however absurd and inconceivable the idea appears 
it is difficult to falsify it, and this may be true for all medicinal drugs.
● Another take on the question could be questioning the idea of healing itself. Is healing removing 

the symptoms of a disease such as pain being treated by painkillers, or does healing mean 
alleviating the cause of the illness?

●  Also, medical drugs in most induce side-effects. Is it healing or merely exchanging one illness for 
another ? And also, what about drugs that are to be taken for a lifetime, is that ‘healing’ at all?

● In context of these questions, can there be a conflict of interest between pharmaceutical 
companies interested in profit-making and the people who need to be healed?



What is knowledge?
It makes sense to think of knowledge to be a belief that is true and justified. One 
argument can be that it might just be an assumption to think that ‘knowing’ 
universally means that in all cases.. Also, according to the mentioned definition, the 
justification comes usually from an observation. Now from a sceptic’s view, what if you 
are actually a brain in vat and the observation you render as a justification for your 
belief is a programmed illusion, would that classify as knowledge? For example, I could 
say that I ‘know’ there is a book on the table and that may be ‘knowledge’ as a justified 
true belief if there is a book visible on the table however what a sceptic can claim is 
that the book might only be an illusion, and there is no valid reason to believe 
otherwise, thus questioning the certainty of knowledge itself.



Invisible pebble  vs  dismissive response
The ‘invisible pebble’ raises a considerable point and attempts to analyse a sceptic’s 
claim by comparison with a certain situation and then asserts that the sceptic’s 
argument makes no difference even if it were true. However this response fails to 
account for a crucial variable present in the comparison it makes: the invisible 
pebble whether being actually present or not would make no difference surely 
unlike the sceptic’s brain-in-a-vat hypothesis which actually does have an effect on 
the respective experience.

While comparatively, the ‘dismissive’ response simply chooses to ignore the sceptic’s 
argument without presenting a tangible reasoning to do so —it sounds outright 
ignorant. Therefore, the ‘invisible pebble’ response qualifies as a better argument.



Thoughts on ‘designer babies’
When talking about removing mental or physical illnesses by genetic interference 
and ethics of the act, we looked at autism and the question that it should not be 
removed was raised because that would imply treating autism as an abnormality and 
also because autism brings along intelligence and hyperactivity with it, I feel the such 
an argument in itself is fallacious if being discussed without considering first-hand 
perspective of autistic people and is making assumptions about their lives. Also, if I 
understand it from a personal reference as someone with a physical disability as 
arthritis, to say ‘is arthritis as bad that we should remove it’ or to think that this would 
mean treating it as an abnormality is quite prejudiced, I feel, because objectively 
arthritis IS a disease preventing a normal lifestyle and I wouldn’t have a problem with 
calling it that and certainly in terms of designing babies to prevent arthritis would be 
a considerable prospect in my view. And coming from the same idea, there are 
illnesses that we might not hesitate to put away, such as cancer, nor shy away from 
the prospect of removing the disease.



Thought paper Proposal: Should we have the right to die?

In the context of a world where individual freedom is majorly rooted for and discussed, 
while at the same time the act of taking one's own life is culturally and religiously 
condemned in parts of the world such as South Asia, one of the important and rather 
controversial topic that form part of the normative and moral debate is the right to 
ending one’s own life.

The subject of voluntary euthanasia in context of ethics challenges the idea of person 
will and social responsibility, the right to intervene for suicide prevention, instituitions 
where suicide are rampant, legalization of organization that offer services related to 
assisted suicides, the power dynamics between a physician and patient in medical 
cases, and religious takes on the idea.



Arguments:

● Individual autonomy and free will: the act in itself does not harm other people ?
● Right to death with dignity.
● Involuntary consequences of suicide?
● Human life is sacred, and suicides are against nature.
● Living a life that is debilitating with compromised standard of living, is it fair to 

make the person go on living against their will?
● Would legalizing it be undermining the worth of human life, especially of those who 

are terminally ill ? This is followed by a slippery slope argument that killing people 
to ‘relieve’ them of their pain or even those who are ‘undesirable’ rampant.

● The purpose of medicine is to save lives, would medical responsibilities be relieved 
in cases of passive euthanasia?



Philosopher

Kant: Kant’s ideas from the age of enlightenment revolve around individual freedom 
‘‘...from self-love, I make it my principle to shorten my life when by longer term it 
threatens more ill than it promises agreeableness'.

Setting:

James was a 25 year old, terminally ill guy who had commited suicide assisted by his 
physician. The dialectic argument takes place between James’ spirit after his death, and 
his mother in a hallucinatory situation.



Reflection on the Class (omg this was a wonderful course)
I know that outright praise was not required, but I’ll just spend two lines. I remember from the very 
first class, the course had topped the list of the favourites and I am so gonna miss this course! It was 
the best, most encouraging, understanding, and not pressurizing atmosphere of a class I had 
experienced with an instructor, who did not feel like an INSTRUCTOR.

In terms of the academics, I realize I have a lot more clarity in thought now after I have had this 
course. I find myself justifying my art quite fluently now haha. It was a very rich learning experience.

But for me personally as someone super anxious, and who generally finds it difficult to participate in 
classes (my cp is non-existent lol), I feel this course was so welcoming and comfortable that I was 
eased into it. And the kind of conversations that took place, I just couldn’t hold my opinion in at times 
and blurted out whatever (in the chat :3). That is to say, the discussions were engaging enough to 
break me out of the mute shell that I am usually in my classes. Also, I learned it was okay to not 
answer a question right then! It was such a discovery. I am so grateful. And not to forget, the 
atmosphere after a presentation never felt like judgemental ‘critiques’.

Other than the educational wonderfulness of this course, I feel it stands out for the comfort space 
that it became. Thanks so much to Hashim for being so considerate and encouraging throughout.


